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Abstract: Document clustering plays a central role in 

knowledge discovery and data mining by representing large 
data-sets into a certain number of data objects called clusters. 
Each cluster consists similar data objects in such a way that data 
objects in the same cluster are more similar and dissimilar to the 
data objects of other clusters.  Document clustering technique for 
Gurmukhi script consists two phases namely: 1) Pre-processing 
phase  2) Processing phase. This paper concentrates 
pre-processing phase of document clustering technique for 
Gurmukhi script. The purpose of pre-processing phase is to 
convert unstructured text into structured text format. Various 
sub-phases of pre-processing phase are:  segmentation, 
tokenization, removal of stop words, stemming, and 
normalization. The purpose of this paper is to present the 
significant role of pre-processing phase in an overall performance 
of document clustering technique for Gurmukhi script. The 
experimental results represent the significant role of 
pre-processing phase in terms of performance regarding 
assignment of data objects to the relevant clusters as well as in 
creation of meaningful cluster title list.  . 
 

Keywords : Document clustering; Gurmukhi script clustering 
technique; Pre-processing phase; Punjabi Text document 
clustering; Data mining techniques; Machine learning; 
Unsupervised learning.   

I. INTRODUCTION 

Data mining is an analytical process of analyzing the 

potential data patterns from a large amount of raw data. To 
utilize large amount of raw data streams and to transform into 
valuable information,  data mining techniques have been 
proved to be an important tool in many areas like  medicine, 
education, agriculture, biology, transportation, etc. Data 
mining involves collection of effective and useful data 
streams that makes use of sophisticated algorithms to evaluate 
further processing.  Data mining is a multi-disciplinary 
technique that incorporates various approaches like machine 
learning, statistics, artificial intelligence, visualization, 
data-warehouse, pattern matching, decision trees etc.  
Alternatively, data mining is also referred to as data 
knowledge recovery in databases (KDD). 
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Machine learning is a process of developing a machine to 
learn from existing data and to adapt behavior for future 
incidents. It enables the machines to make data-driven 
decisions rather than to be programmed explicitly and learn 
over time. Supervised learning deals with an algorithm which 
learns from previously available data sets known as training 
data to get useful information for the further processing. 
Whereas, unsupervised learning deals with an algorithm 
which learns from itself (without any training data) based on 
input data sets only [1].  

Clustering is an unsupervised machine learning technique 
that divides the data sets into number of groups (called 
clusters) such as there is high intra-cluster similarity and low 
inter-cluster similarity [4]. Clustering is different from 
classification as classification deals with supervised learning 
and clustering deals with unsupervised learning [9]. 
Clustering algorithms are used in many real application areas 
like: in searching, the search engines arrange group of similar 
items that can be explored by user; in commercial 
applications, the customer details can be grouped and 
summarized through the buying habits;  in geography, clusters 
of different species can be created based upon geographical 
climate etc. 

II.  PROPOSED WORK 

Domain independent document clustering for Gurmukhi 
script provides a solution for text clustering in Gurmukhi 
script. The proposed solution for text clustering in Gurmukhi 
script mainly deals with two phases namely: pre-processing 
phase and processing phase. In pre-processing phase, various 
steps are performed on input text in Gurmukhi script for 
converting unstructured text into structured text; it is prior 
requirement of clustering algorithm. Various sub-phases of 
pre-processing phase are namely: segmentation, tokenization, 
removal of stop words, stemming, and normalization. This 
paper will focus on pre-processing phase and its significant 
role in terms of performance for assigning data sets to relevant 
cluster as well as in terms of creation of a list of meaningful 
cluster titles. 

A. Pre-processing phase 

Pre-processing phase is basic requirement of document 
clustering technique that is applied on input text documents to 
convert unstructured input text into structured text format. 
Various sub-phases of the pre-processing phase are given in 
“Fig. 1”. 
 Segmentation: The process of segmentation is an initial  

step to be performed in pre-processing phase which deals 
with the identification and extraction of sentences by 
sentence  boundary.  
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In Gurmukhi script, each sentence boundary is represented 
with dandi (i.e. “|”).  

 So, in Gurmukhi script, the input text can be segmented into a 
number of sentences on occurrence of every “|” (i.e. dandi) at 

the end of sentence. 

 

Fig.1- Steps of Pre-processing Phase 

 Tokenization: After identifying and extracting the 
sentences from input text documents, it is required to break 
down sentences into words. The tokenization step of 
pre-processing phase is performed to break down sentences 
into words. Using the process of tokenization, the sentences 
in Gurmukhi script are fetched and broken down into words 
on occurrence of any of the space, comma, colon, hyphen, 
single quote and double quote. 

 Removal of stop words: After performing tokenization, a 
list of words from each input text document is achieved. At 
this stage, each word can be recognized if it is useful and 
consist meaningful information for the further processing. 
To do so, some unimportant words which do not provide 
any useful information and need not to include in the list of 
indexing terms for further processing, are eliminated from 
the list so as to lessen the text weight. In Gurmukhi script, to 
recognize unimportant words (known as stop words) and to 
eliminate these words from of input text, apart from a list of 
184 word in Gurmukhi [5], a self created list of 475 words 
is created and used. A list of self created stop words is given 
as below: 

Table-1: list of self created stop words 
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 Stemming: Stemming is the process of reducing a word to 

its root word known as ‘stem’. In clustering of text 
document in Gurmukhi script, stemming has its own 
significant role in defining the list of cluster titles and 
assigning key terms under the relevant cluster title; results 
to enhancement of an overall performance of clustering 
process. In Gurmukhi script, there are various grammatical 
forms of a single root word for instance, a root word ‘   ’, 

has grammatical word forms ‘    ’, ‘    ਆ’, ‘     ’, 

‘     ’, ‘     ’, ‘    ’, ‘      ’, ‘      ’, ‘      ’, ‘    ’. 
Using the process of stemming, various grammatical forms 
of a stem word are reduced to a single stem word and will be 
considered as similar key terms to represent similarity 
among the text documents. In the proposed work, an 
automated stemming is performed [6]. 

 Normalization: In Gurmukhi script, spellings of  some 
words are not standardized and are not represented 
uniformly. Most o the words in Gurmukhi are written in 
different manners which cause difficulty to recognize 
uniformly for e.g. the words “     ”, “       ”, “      ”, 

“    ”, “   ”, “        ” can also be written as “    ”, 

“      ”, “     ”, “    ”, “  ਸ”, “        ” 

respectively. Thus, the text documents consisting same 
words with variation in spellings do not represent similarity 
and uniformity of words. In such situation, the text 
documents consisting same words with non-uniform 
spellings will create difficulty in placing these text 
documents in the same cluster. To overcome the problem of 
non-uniformity of word spellings in Gurmukhi script, the 
process of normalization is performed [7]. The process of 
normalization allows representing similarity among the text 
documents which consist same words with non-uniform of 
spellings also; and placed such text documents in the same 
cluster. It has its own significant role in providing 
uniformity of word spellings which results in high accuracy 
of clustering process. 
 

B. Processing Phase  

In the processing phase, in first step, noun entities from the 
structured text documents are extracted that will be used 
further to create a list of cluster titles. In the next step of 
processing phase, the cluster titles are created by calculating 
fuzzy term frequency (TF) of the key terms in text documents.  
In the third step, clusters of similar text documents are created 
by placing the text documents in the same cluster which 
consist same terms as cluster titles. In this paper, the 
processing phase is not elaborated as more concentration is 
given to the role and importance of pre-processing phase only. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

To evaluate the role and importance of pre-processing phase 
of the clustering technique, the proposed algorithm have been 
implemented using Python 3.4.  

A. Data Set 

As the domain independent document clustering for 
Gurmukhi script is first ever work, no standard data-set is 
available for this work in Gurmukhi script. To analyze the role 
and importance of pre-processing phase of clustering 
technique, text documents in Gurmukhi script have been 
collected from various e-resources and taken as an input to the 
system. 

B. Results and Discussions 

To execute the proposed algorithm of document clustering 
technique for Gurmukhi script and to analyse the role of 
pre-processing phase, the clustering technique for Gurmukhi 
script is executed in two rounds. In first round,  the clustering 
technique for Gurmukhi script is executed using all the steps 
of pre-processing phase. Whereas, in second round, the same 
clustering technique for Gurmukhi script is executed without 
using the pre-processing steps. The screen shots of system are 
shown in Fig. 2. The resultant clusters of clustering technique 
without using pre-processing steps are shown in Table-2. 
Whereas, the resultant clusters of clustering technique using 
pre-processing steps are shown in Table-3. 

Table-2: resultant Clusters for Document Clustering 
Technique  without using removal of stop words, 

stemming and normalization steps of pre-processing 
phase. 

 
Sr. No.  Cluster Name     Result 

1.         ਆ    (Vidiarthi)   Expected 

2.         ਆ   ਆ  (Vidiarthia)  Unexpected 

3.             (Loktantar)    Expected 

4.       ਸ   (Kisan)      Expected 

5.       ਸ ਨਾ (Kisana)     Unexpected 

6.          (Desh)       Expected 

7.      ਦੇਸ਼ਾਾਂ  (Desha)      Unexpected 

8.      ਸ    (School)      Expected 

9.              (Football)     Expected 

10.        (Team)       Expected 
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11.         (Khed)       Expected 

12.            (Khidari)     Expected 

13.         (Hockey)      Expected 

14.           (England)    Expected 

15.    ਸ     (Sarkar)     Expected 

16.    ਸ   ਰਾਾਂ (Sarkara)     Unexpected 

17.        (Bank)       Expected 

18.          (Banka)      Unexpected 

Table-3: Clusters for Document Clustering Technique for 
Gurmukhi Script using removal of stop words, stemming 

and normalization steps of pre-processing phase. 

Sr. No.  Cluster Name     Result 

1        ਆ    (Vidiarthi)   Expected 

2            (Loktantar)    Expected 

3      ਸ   (Kisan)      Expected 

4        (Desh)       Expected 

5    ਸ    (School)      Expected 

6            (Football)     Expected 

7        (Team)       Expected 

8        (Khed)       Expected 

9           (Khidari)     Expected 

10        (Hockey)      Expected 

11          (England)    Expected 

12   ਸ     (Sarkar)     Expected 

13       (Bank)       Expected 

As shown in Table-2, the clustering technique without using 
removal of stop words, stemming and normalization   steps of 
pre-processing phase resulted in creation of some unexpected 
clusters like     ਆ   ਆ ,   ਸ   ,      , ਸ       and      . Whereas, 
in Table-3, the clustering technique using removal of stop 
words, stemming and normalization steps of pre-processing 
phase resulted in handling the creation of unexpected clusters. 
Moreover, the list of resultant clusters represent that there is 
significant role of pre-processing phase in creation of 
expected clusters. The pre-processing step ‘Removal of stop 

words’ reduces the execution time of proposed clustering 
technique as this step eliminates a huge number of 
unimportant words from the input text documents.  The next 
pre-processing steps ‘Stemming’ and ‘Normalization’ allow 

the proposed clustering technique to create a list of 
meaningful cluster titles as the process of ‘Stemming’ leads 

the creation of cluster titles using stem words only and the 
process of ‘Normalization’ provides high accuracy to place 

the text documents in most relevant cluster.   

 

Fig.2(a)- Main Screen of Proposed Clustering Technique 
Implemented using Python 3.4  

 

Fig.2(b)-  Selection of Input Text Documents in 
Gurmukhi Script 

 

Fig.2(c)- Clusters as output without using pre-processing 
steps 

 

Fig.2(d)- Clusters as output using pre-processing steps 

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE 

The proposed paper represents significant role of 
pre-processing steps namely - ‘Removal of stop words’, 

‘Stemming’, and ‘Normalization’. The experimental results 

reveal that with the use of pre-processing steps; the clustering 
technique for Gurmukhi script performs better in terms of 
creation of meaningful cluster titles as well as in terms of 
placing text documents in relevant cluster. Development of 
more efficient pre-processing techniques may lead to further 
research; as these techniques play significant role in overall 
performance of clustering technique.  
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